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Abstract: The limited nature of the radio spectrum and the explosion in commercial communications services are 
putting other essential modalities, such as radar, under immense pressure. In this high stakes game, radar is losing out 
to the commercial interests behind the communications revolution. One of the most pressing problems in the area of 
spectral congestion and dynamic frequency allocations is to provide uncontested shared bandwidth between radar and 
communications. This has recently spurred extensive efforts towards devising solutions for simultaneous operations 
of radar target illuminations and wireless services using the same frequency bandwidth, a drive that is referred to as 
co-existence. This talk discusses how to enable communication systems to capitalize on the resources of radar 
infrastructure while striving to be transparent to radar operations and mission. In particular, we consider the radar as a 
“system of opportunity” to communications, and show the various strategies which can be adopted to communicate 
over the radar pulse as well as over the radar beam. In essence, the goal is to use the radar spatio-temporal resources 
to achieve desirable communications data rates for different application purposes. 
The talk establishes and promotes the area of dual system functionality, allowing radar to house voice and data 
transmission, leading to technological advances in radar and communications systems. The research develops novel 
signaling schemes for embedding information into the radar pulsed emissions, which, in most cases, is blind to the 
primary radar operation. It considers different antenna configurations, including multiple-input multiple-output 
radars, and applies amplitude and phase-shift keying modulations with waveform-diversity, while satisfying an 
overall power constraint.   
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